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AGENDA OF THE WELL CHURCH FAMILY MEETING 

AGM 
13th February 2019, 7.30pm  

The Well, 603 Ecclesall Road, S11 8PR 
 

 

1.              Opening meeting (including prayer) 

2.              Apologies 

3.              Minutes of the previous church family meetings – receive and agree (Church Members only) 
  – pre-circulated on website 

4.              Presentation of Annual Report and accounts for the period 1 October 2017 - 30 Sept 2018 
  (Chair of Trustees & Treasurer) 

a.    Church & Ministry Review for the period 

b.     Annual accounts and adoption 

5.              Building refurbishment project 

6.              Future finances & budget 2017-18 

7.              Other Church business 

a.     Gift to another church building fund 

b.     Safeguarding Policy Review 

c.     List of new Baptist Members recently admitted 

8.            Close of AGM 

 

Present: See attendance list attached 
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MINUTES OF THE WELL CHURCH FAMILY MEETING 

AGM 
13th February 2019, 7.30pm  

The Well, 603 Ecclesall Road, S11 8PR 
 

1. Opening meeting. Jon Curtis  

 This AGM covers the period Oct 2017- Sept 2018. The AGM will be asked to transact the 

following business as written on these documents, issued on 18th January 2019 at 

www.wellsheffield.com/agm 

2. Apologies 

Mick and Anne Farmer, Alex & Maureen Roberts, Esther Parnham, Bob Brown, Adam Baggott 

 
3. Minutes of the previous church family meetings. Jon Curtis  

The minutes for September 18 & 28th Nov 2018 were approved by the church members by a 

show of hands. 

  

4. Presentation of Annual Report.  

Paper versions of the Annual Report & Accounts 2017-18 were available and the report is also 

on the website to view. 

 

4a Church & Ministry Reports.  

Church review- Nick Allan 

• VISION 

Be God’s disciples and friends in the city 

Marjorie recounted a story from today where she went to a local school to take an assembly 

about valentine’s day and God just came with his love. Then she went to have a beauty 

treatment and used what she had learnt at the following and fishing workshops and God just 

came again. The lady in the salon said Do you ever do school assemblies? Which is exactly 

what she had done today. This lady was hungry to know God and Marjorie told her about that 

day. The lady had been a Catholic going to mass and she really missed God. We can make a 

real difference.   

• EMPOWERMENT 

Nick spoke about a real desire to empower new leaders so as to stop the creaking of the 

church through growth. We have a much bigger team with many who volunteer one day or 

more so a total of 16 people now on team. 

Ian Prescott- operations and building redevelopment 

Nick Mather- training and fund raising 

Ben Elliott- creativity and media 

Jodie Thorpe- children 5-11s 

Steph Wallace- young people 11-18s 

• MULTIPLICATION and GROWTH 

http://www.wellsheffield.com/agm
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 We have seen the average attendance grow by 100 or more this year. We regularly have 300 

or so across both services. We have multiplied out the communities. So we can definitely 

report an increase in numbers, discipleship, depth, finance and ministry projects. 

• PASSION 

This is still a passionate worshipful place. We are pushing deeper in prayer. We are a praying 

people so we have had a couple of nights of prayer as well as a couple of weeks of prayer. We 

have our next one at the beginning of March before our good to grow weekend. 

• MISSION 

We have a passion for folk to be discipled so we have some new initiatives around inner 

wholeness and inner healing. Training is part of our church life and we are passionate for 

transformation through training and God’s presence. 

• CONNECTIONS 

 Connecting is very important so we need to benefit from the small connections such as in 

community where we connect more deeply than in the large gathering. We also invested £5K 

in Live Streaming technology to connect people better in the coming season. 

• CALLING 

We worked hard at blessing the city as we have the call to transform people around us. To 

transform not just the people but the culture and the society all around us. We also have a call 

to the nations, a whole group of nations and cities and we often wave people of such as Kate 

register to Africa, Ola and Ee-Reh to Africa. Last year Deeper went to Kenya to serve and 

train. So keep looking as more are going to follow. God is blessing us with a strong community 

across the world. 

 

1-minute ministry reports 

Students- Ruth and Ali Smith- student work has grown significantly and numbers have now 

doubled from 15/16 students to 25/30 this year.  The main focus has been on growing 

community and family, through discipleship, discussion, 1to1 mentoring and of course eating 

together. We are looking to be parents to them whilst they are in Sheffield to study. Ali started 

working full time in Leeds so Ruth has taken on working for 2 days and Ali is still involved as a 

volunteer. 

Families Outreach- Louise Rainford has been running the toddler group Little Droplets, the 

Marriage Course, a parenting course, put on the Christmas movie and ran the Easter treasure 

hunt in the park. She has recently started Baby Droplets, a group for new born babies and 

their mums which is proving very popular. All the families work is thriving and Louise is looking 

for more team to help cuddle the babies, serve coffee and talk to the mums and dads. 

Well Connected- Carrie Twist. Mavis had a real vision to reach out to the over 60s and to help 

them feel cared for in the community. The group was launched just before Christmas and 

meets the first Tuesday of every month. It’s hoped the café will be a place where folk can 

enjoy community which will then spread into new activities like walks, visits and meals with 

their new found friends rather than it being just a session where people come once a month. 

Carrie is a Playlists For Life ambassador so she has started the work at The Well to highlight 

the help available for those suffering and caring for those with dementia. More team would be 

helpful as we can do more together. 
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Youth- Toby Butler. Steph Wallace oversees the Sunday youth work. Her heart was to serve 

the youth of the city and so in the summer term a youth club for 11-14s was started which is 

going really well. This is currently run by volunteers but in order to grow the work at The Well 

we need to invest more in this. So an agreement was reached to employ a youth worker for 3 

days a week so they can run the youth club, visit local schools, get to know the local youth 

around and help with Sundays. Please pray that the right person gets employed for this really 

important role.  

Worship and Prayer- Duncan and Anna Akehurst with Kate Beale have been multiplying the 

number of worship leaders; the hope is that a wider team will also be created so we can 

expand what we do with worship such as training up a youth band; Nick Mather will train on 

how to nurture in worship; Ben Elliott and Stephen Bradley will begin to foster more creativity 

and introduce new things to us in worship. This will be not just for Sunday services but also in 

a missional sense where we can go out with it into the neighbourhood. 

For prayer we are fostering a culture where we simply live in relationship with him all 

the time. Adam Baggott has started an early morning prayer time on Tuesday at 7.15am. 

There is a weekend of prayer booked for the start of March where anyone can book in for a 

slot, so go online and book on. We are just in the middle of the prayer course. We felt to run 

this as a corporate thing so we can learn how to pray in every part of our lives whether we 

have young families or are on a mission. Duncan and Anna were new to Sheffield in 2018, 

called by God to the city and The Well and Duncan now works 2 days a week for us. 

Homeless Outreach- Marjorie Allan. This is a new street outreach in the centre of town run by 

Adam Baggott and Jonners Baker and his team on Friday nights. Anna Seddon who is part of 

this team, shared how it is such a privilege to serve these people by taking them food and 

water. They often meet the same guys each week so it’s possible to build rapport in the hope 

of changing their lives. So it becomes really personal and they do ask for prayer. Marjorie 

encouraged us to respond and help if we feel God stirring that in us as they also want to 

expand but need more team to do this. 

 

4b. Finance Report & Adoption of Annual Report Steve Essam/ Jon Curtis 

God has been so good to us and has really blessed us. Steve thanked those people that give 

either on a regular basis or as a one off lump sum towards the building and paying off the loan. 

He also thanked Keith Mallon and Louise Richards for all their hard work in preparing the end 

of year accounts. 

 

 

 

5. Building Refurbishment project. Ian Prescott 

We have started with our Good To Grow campaign which has its gift day on March 3rd 

where everything given or pledged will be used towards the redevelopment work. 
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We have had 3 quotes for replacing the boiler in the cellar which 

is now in danger of failing so it is urgent to replace it as sosn as 

possible. We selected Hallamshire heating to install a new boiler 

to run the sanctuary and another system to run the heating for the 

lower hall and the back rooms. 

The plans fior the redevelopment done by the architect are all 

online. The plans that were originally planned have been changed 

a little as the proposed wall being moved 1m forwards in the 

sanctuary proved to be more costly than previously envisaged 

and it also loses quite a few seats in the sanctuary at a time when even more seats are 

needed, so it was deemed wise to scale this bit back. But we will have folding glass doors to 

replace the existing wall. We went to tender with 5 contractors and we have now had 4 

quotes back. We need to take 3 of these written tenders and send them to Veolia, who have 

awarded us a grant. 

 

What’s included in this redevelopment? 

We will modernise the foyer and the café giving it a better lay out for the office and the café 

kitchen. There will be a better flow around the downstairs with much improved WCs at the 

front and back of the building. We need to strengthen the floor to the upper hall. We will 

soundproof upstairs with acoustic boards and acoustic flooring; we will add thermal 

insulation and LED lights to the upper hall and add a WC and a kitchenette for use upstairs. 

 

Phase 1 Overview 
CAFE & FOYER 

• NEW MODERN & SECURE ENTRANCE DOORS 

• BETTER LAYOUT OF NEW KITCHEN & RECEPTION/OFFICE SPACES 

• FOLD-BACK WALL TO CREATE AN OPTIONAL OVERFLOW FROM 
SANCTUARY  

• IMPROVE 'FLOW' OF PEOPLE 

• IMPROVED TOILETS  
 
UPPER HALL  

• SOUND PROOFED FLOORING SYSTEM  

• NEW FLEXIBLE MEETING ROOMS  

• ACCOUSTIC & THERMAL INSULATION 

• LED LIGHTING 

• TOILETS & KITCHENETTE 
 

IMPROVED LOWER HALL TOILETS INCLUDING DISABLED WC 
EFFICIENT HEATING SYSTEM FOR WHOLE GROUND FLOOR 

• REMOVE OUTDATED & INEFFICIENT BOILER IN BASEMENT 
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• INSTALL MODERN EFFICIENT BOILERS TO SERVE ALL LOWER 
ROOMS 

• REPLACE SOME RADIATORS TO IMPROVE HEAT SPREAD 

• RETAIN SANCTUARY PIPEWORK UNTIL PHASE 2 
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When we launched Good To Grow, what are the costs involved? 

When we started this we had no quotes, only indicative figures. We had 2 quotes that were 

similar and 2 that were much higher- £375K including professional fees, building work as well 

as a contingency. We had originally thought it would come to around £320K. With the boiler 

costs having come in at £42K, we thought we were looking at a total of £362K to raise but in 

fact now we have the quotes we are looking at £417K. So we need to agree the scope of work 

to be undertaken. Work will start on June 3rd. We may have to take some of the work out in 

order to bring this figure down. 

Project Costs / Funding 
Sources The Well Church 
-Phase 1 Refurbishment 
Costs & Funding Sources 

Indicative Based on Tender Prices Difference 

Expenditure £ (incl VAT) £ (incl VAT) £ (incl VAT) 
Refurbishment Costs 
(Phase 1) 

£320,000.00  £375,000.00  £55,000.00  

Main Boiler Replacement 
Cost 

£42,000.00  £42,000.00  £0    

Total Cost £362,000.00  £417,000.00  £55,000.00  
Funding Sources 
Well Church Funds 
Contribution 

£165,000.00  £165,000.00  £0    

Veolia Grant (Secured) £63,000.00  £63,000.00  £0    
Other Grants (Not yet 
secured) 

£19,000.00  £19,000.00  £0    

Sub-Total £247,000.00  £247,000.00  £0    

Fund Raising 
Target 

£115,000.00  £170,000.00  £55,000.00  
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Funding sources 

Although funds are looking healthy we don’t have enough money to do everything. 

The Well already has £165K towards the work. We have £63K in a grant from Veolia. We have 

applied for £19K worth of grants from other organisations. Our new target to raise is £170K 

which is £55K more than we previously estimated to do all of the work. We will come back to 

the church meeting before June to make that decision. Nick Mather is leading on the 

fundraising and writing applications but he could do with some help with it.  

 

What next? 

• Finalise Veolia grant paperwork –March 

• Building Fund Gift Day –Sunday 3 March 

• Continue with grant applications -ongoing 

• Agree scope / pricing & finalise T&C’s with the preferred contractor 

• Building works start on site -3 June 

• Install new main heating system –June/July 

• Completion of building works -23 August 
 

 
Permission is sought by the Church to proceed with the following: 
Place an order with Hallamshire Heating to replace the boiler and Lower Hall heating 
system for a price of £41,784 (incl. VAT). 
People voted with a show of hands. 

All hands were raised, with none against and no abstentions. So the vote was a unanimous 

yes. 

Q&A 

Q Ali Smith- Is there any scope to change the terms and if so when do we sign the contract for 

it? 

Ian- A couple of weeks before the start date so sometime in May. 

 

Q Simon Nicholson- Has the quote been itemised so will it show for instance if we take off the 

price of a door? 

Ian- the quote has been drawn up by a quantity surveyor throughout so everything is itemised 

in sections. Roger Stone is going to try and get some stuff for free for us. The survey is a 50 

page long document so it has been very thorough.  

 

Q Latifah Makuyi- What impact will the work have on Sunday gatherings? 

Ian- the plan is to do the work throughout the summer when the building is at its quietest. The 

contractor will work for 6 weeks upstairs when we will still be able to use the downstairs and 
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the main entrance. Once the work will begin downstairs, the front will need to be shut off and 

scaffolding erected inside so that will take a further 6 weeks. Our hope is to be ready to reopen 

by 23rd August. But we can access the church via the rear entrance. 

 

Q- Adam Beagles- surely we can’t be able to meet in here if half of our fire escapes are shut 

off? 

Ian- we hope we can but we will need to check this out first with the fire officer. 

 

Q- Steph Wallace- won’t there be noise implications for anything happening below when the 

work is happening upstairs? 

Ian- yes there will be as there are no acoustic sound barriers at the moment. 

 

Ola Owo led us in prayer so that this work would be a blessing to the community, that the 

space will be really flexible, that it would be another milestone in the journey of the well and 

that this would be a great development opportunity for all of us. 

 

Jon Curtis reiterated that the extent of the work will depend on what is raised on the gift day. 

Pray that we get an abundance so we are ahead ready to start phase 2 next year! 

 

6. Future finances and budget 2017 to 2018- Steve Essam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The number of family units giving now has risen from 121 from 90- this includes 

families, singles and  groups of people. The average unit of giving is £192 as shown in 

the diagram. 
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The total income for 2017 was £342.9K. The total income for 2018 was £356.6K 

But all this money is about mission. The income shown does include rents and gifts as 

well as our giving. So the general trend is upwards. 

 

2017-2018 EXPENDITURE 
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Our admin expenses including staff in 2017 were £178K. 

Our admin expenses including staff in 2018 were £262.1K. 

The orange section comprises costs for ministries, materials and salaries. 

The grey section is for building maintenance and the salaries incurred for that. 

The yellow section is our giving to BMS and the like. 

The pale blue section is for other bits and pieces. 

So our expenditure went up but the growth of our ministries and the increased number 

of staff employed explains this. 

 
 

 

So in 2017 we had a surplus of £165K and in 2018 we had a surplus of £94K. 

 

 

 
 

In 2017 we had £489,227 left to pay on the loans and in 2018 we had £440,531 left to 

pay. We had a total of £12.5K in gifts and gift aid towards this so many thanks to all 

who have given this way. 
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We currently have £260K in the bank. 

We have to have some reserves to be in line with the Charity Commissions guidelines 

so we have kept £80K to cover loan repayments and staff salaries in case of an 

emergency which will cover us for around 3-4months. 

 

The published accounts were mistyped so in the section building maintenance £46K 

should have read as £24.5K and in the Baptists section £18K should have been 

£16.54K. The revised version is now online and can be printed out if required. 
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Q- John Saunders- Why was the budget set for more than the anticipated income? 

Steve Essam- We expected a surplus from the previous year so we knew we could do 

this. We will always be prudent but we do also need to balance this with faith. 

 

Nick Allan - The updated safeguarding policy is also available to take away or online. 

 

7. Other church business 

7a. Gift to another church building fund beyond ourselves  (Nick Allan) 

It is a spiritual principle to be generous. As a church organisation we are not tied to give 

away 10% of our income, but we want to follow this principle of being generous beyond 

ourselves. We didn’t quite hit this target last year so we now have some left to give 

away. We are about to spend a lot of money on our building here but some churches 

also have big visions but have no finance raising capacity. So we have £10K to give 

away with half going to each suggested project. 

• West Midlands church London Derry Baptist church with Aaron who came to The Well 

last year. They have an old building with a courtyard in the middle of it and they want to 

cover this courtyard to make it more usable. They minister to guys on the local estate 

and most of the folk in the church are out of work or on a low wage. They had saved to 

do this work and then they went to Africa on mission and saw the huge need over there 

and decided that their need was greater so they gave away the £10K they had saved 

for their own work. 

• The other work we would like to support with £5K is the Church on the Rock. They 

purchased 2 buildings form the council in Burngreave to convert into buildings for 

church and the community. Their target to do this work is 1.1Million and they have 

raised around £400K towards it. 

Q-Nico Pugliese- was there a reason for suggesting £10K? 
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Jon Curtis- no 

Q- would we consider giving to things that aren’t churches? 

Marjorie Allan- We give to many causes that aren’t churches So yes. Anything 

that’s about the kingdom. However on this occasion because this is to do with our 

building project we felt that sowing into the building projects was the right thing to 

do on this occasion. This is like sowing and reaping. 

Jon Curtis took the decision to the church for a yes or no answer. 

We had a time of silence. 

Q- Ola Owo- Is there scope to give more money? 

Jon Curtis- Yes but we would need to think about it first. 

 

The vote was taken by a show of hands. 

All hand raised in favour, there were none against and no abstentions. 

There was a great sense of unity in the people for this generosity to be shown. 

Jon Curtis then asked the following question and took it to a vote. 

Should the trustees consider to give more generously? 

A show of hands was taken. The majority were in favour with 1 against and 3 

abstentions. The trustees will report back on this matter after due consideration.  

 

 

 

7b. Safeguarding. 

The revised safeguarding policy for children is agreed by trustees. The safeguarding for 

vulnerable adults policy is nearly ready too. 

 

7c. List of new Baptist members 

Baptist Members of Charity since last AGM Feb 18 

Brian Messider 

Sheila Messider 

Tony Farrow 

Esther Parnham 

Chris Vedder 

Goos Vedder 

Latifah Makuyi 

Rachel Parnham 

Roger Stone 

Linda Stone 

Andy Mayer 

Nicola Mayer 

Bob Brown 

Gina Brown 

Rachel Quli 
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If you want to become a Baptist member to enable you to vote, please read the leaflet and 

drop an email to Nick Allan to say you want to become a member. 

 

Jon Curtis thanked the finance team for all their work, and also Ian Prescott for all his work on 

the building project. And a special thanks was given to Nick and Marjorie for their leadership 

and expressed how great it was to see God working through them. The ministry leaders and 

the trustees were also thanked for all their efforts. 

 

 

7. Close of AGM in prayer- Jon Curtis  

 

 
Minutes of the meeting (not yet ratified by members) signed by : 

 
 
___________________________Jon Curtis (secretary) ___________________ Date 
 
 
 
___________________________Nick Allan (minister/trustee) __________________Date 

 


